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CSC 2405: Computer Systems II 

System Programming 

Standard C 

File Input and Output 
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File Input and Output 
• So far, all input and output has been to standard 

input and from standard output: 

�  scanf() or getchar() 
�  printf() 

•  In most application and professional situations, you 
will need to read from/write to files 
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File I/O in C 
• Before you can access a file you must open it! 

• After you are done, you must close it! 

• Synopsis 

#include <stdio.h> 
… 

FILE *fp; 
FILE *fopen(char *name, char *mode); 
int fclose(FILE *fp); 
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A data type defined in <stdio.h> 

The path name of the file 

The “mode” of access. 
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FILE *fopen(char *name, char *mode) 

• name may be  
�  Fully qualified: /tmp/code.c 
�  Relative to working directory: fopen.pdf 

• mode may be 
"r"  – read only 
"w"  – write only (create or discard previous contents) 
"a"  – append only (write at end; create if necessary) 
"r+"  – read and update (i.e., read-write) 
"w+"  – read-write (create or discard previous contents) 
"a+"  – read-append (write at end; create if necessary) 
Add "b" to mode string for binary files 
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File Input 
• int fscanf(FILE *fp, char *format, …) 

� Same as scanf, but from an open file 

• int getc(FILE *fp) 

� Gets one character from FILE *fp 
� Same as getchar() but from the file 

•  Here fp is the FILE pointer returned by the fopen call 
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File Output 
• int fprintf(FILE *fp, char *format, …) 

� Same as printf, but from an open file 

• int putc(FILE *fp) 

� Puts one character from FILE *fp 
� Same as putchar() but to the file 

•  Here fp is the FILE pointer returned by the fopen call 
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Example 
/* Create a file named "data.txt" to be used later */  
 

#include <stdio.h> 

int main() 

{ 

   FILE *fp; 

   fp = fopen("data.txt","w"); 

   fprintf(fp,"Fortytwo 42 bytes of data on the  
               wall..."); 

   fclose(fp); 

   return 0; 
} 8 
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Example fscanf 
/* Demonstrate fscanf */  
 

#include <stdio.h> 

int main() 
{ 
   char text[80]; 
   FILE *fp; 
 

   fp = fopen("data.txt", "r"); 
   fscanf(fp, "%s", text); 
   printf("%s\n", text); 
   fclose(fp);  
   return 0;  
} 
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Standard Streams 
/* Demonstrate the stdin and stdout streams */ 
 

#include <stdio.h> 
 
main() 
{ 
   char buf[80]; 
   int x = 42; 
 

   scanf("%s”, buf); 
   fscanf(stdin,"%s”, buf);  
 

   printf("%d is a nice number\n",x);  
   fprintf(stdout,"%d is a nice number\n",x); 
} 
 
/* scanf() is "hardwired" to the stdin stream */ 
/* printf() is "hardwired" to the stdout stream */ 
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Interacting with Unix: 
System Calls 
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System Calls versus Function Calls 

fnCall() 

Process 

Caller and callee are in the same 
Process 
  - Same user 
  - Same “domain of trust” 

Function Call 
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fnCall() 

Process 

Caller and callee are in the same 
Process 
  - Same user 
  - Same “domain of trust” 

Function Call 

sysCall() 

Process 

System Call 

OS 

- OS is trusted; user is not. 
-  OS has super-privileges; user does not 
-  Must take measures to prevent abuse 

System Calls versus Function Calls 

System Calls 
•  A request to the operating system to perform some activity 

•  Low level functions the operating system makes available 
to applications via a defined API 

•  System calls often use a special machine code instruction 
(trap or software interrupt) which causes the processor to 
change from user mode to "supervisor mode" or "protected 
mode” (mode bit 0). 

  This allows the OS to perform restricted actions such as     
  accessing hardware devices or the memory management  
  unit. 
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Transition From User to Kernel Mode 

•  Why does the OS take control of I/O? 

l  Safety  
–  The computer must ensure that if a program has a bug in it, then it 

doesn't crash or mess up  
�  the system,  
�  other programs that may run at the same time or later. 

l  Fairness 
–  Make sure other programs have a fair use of device 

System Calls vs. Library Calls 

• Don’t confuse system calls with library calls! 

• Differences? 

•  Is printf() a system call? 

•  Is fopen() a system call? 
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Some library calls 
themselves make a 

system call 
 

(e.g. printf() calls write()) 

System Calls vs. Library Calls 
• Each I/O system call has corresponding procedure 

calls from the standard I/O library. 
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System calls Library calls 
open fopen 
close fclose 
read fread, getchar, scanf, fscanf,  

getc, fgetc, gets, fgets   
write fwrite, putchar, printf, fprintf  

putc, fputc, puts, fputs   
lseek fseek 
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System Calls for File Management 
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•  We will cover these later 

System Calls for Directory Management 

• getcwd() 
• chdir() 
• mkdir() 

• rmdir() 
• opendir() 

• closedir() 
• readdir() 
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getcwd System Call 
•  To get the current working directory in UNIX, we use the 

pwd command. 

•  The system call behind pwd is the getcwd call. 

    #include <unistd.h> 

    char *getcwd(char *buf, size_t size); 

•  size should the maximum size of path.  

•  The current working directory is saved in buf 

•  Returns pointer to buf on success and NULL on error 
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Getting and Changing the Current Directory 

• SYNOPSIS 

 #include <unistd.h> 

 char *getcwd(char *buf, size_t size); 

 int chdir(const char *path); 
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Example Usage 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <unistd.h> 
 
#define MAX 100 
 
int main() 
{ 
   char curdir[MAX]; 
   char * p = getcwd(curdir,MAX); 
   printf("cwd is %s\n", p); 
   chdir(".."); /* one level up */ 
   printf("cwd is now %s\n", getcwd(curdir,MAX)); 
} 
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man Command: Your Best Friend 
• Use the manual pages to learn about the other 

directory system calls 

• Recall that syntax is  

 man command 

• Shows information about the command 

• Usually it takes multiple screens, so hit Space or 
Enter for more information 

• When done, hit q to quit 
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Some Unix Utilities 
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df Command 
• Stands for “disk freespace” 

• Reports the amount of free disk space available 

• Most useful form is  

  df -h 

• The option –h stands for “human readable” (it 
shows units along with the numbers) 
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du Command 
• Command stands for “disk usage” 

• Shows the disk space used in the current directory 

• The -h option (du -h) makes the output clear  

• By default, the du command lists all subdirectories 
to show how much disk space each has occupied. 
The -s option (du -h –s) shows only a summary. 
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uname Command 
•  UNIX system stores data about itself (name, os, hardware). 

To see these data, you can use the uname command. 
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whereis Command 
• Determine where a command is located on the file 

system. Example: 

 whereis gcc 

bc Command 
•  bc command turns UNIX into a calculator. 

•  To terminate it, hit Ctrl+d. 
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